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1 � Stakes for EDF as a nuclear operator

Nuclear power plants (NPPs) are a major asset of the EDF company.  To remain so, at
least three following conditions must be complied with: economics in comparison to
alternative power generation means, safety and acceptance by the public opinion. It
turns out that competitiveness is mainly influenced by the following conditions:
− Optimization of the core management based on enhanced fuel performance
− A control of the lifespan of components and in particular of the non-replaceable

critical components such as the pressure vessel and the containment. Maintenance
rests on accurate knowledge and evaluation of the ageing of materials (thermal
fatigue, vibrations, irradiation effects, fluid-structure interaction).

− A reduction in maintenance costs by relevant analysis of the consequences of
detected defects. Evaluations are performed on the basis of control data which are
then analyzed by numerical tools within the framework of studies carried out in-
house or subcontracted. The reduction in the cost of these studies also contributes
to the overall competitiveness.

The nuclear power industry requires total control of risks. Safety management must be
improved in a changing economic environment.  EDF must prove to safety authorities
that safety level is not  reduced by changes in operating conditions and/or equipment.
It is therefore critical for EDF to be able to carry out studies in the field of design and
operation in order to perform safety assessments independently from manufacturers.
In the same way, its ability to answer questions from the safety Administration with
regard to the behavior of its nuclear facilities in the field of external events (floods,
falls of aircraft, seism,..) requires development of complex methodologies based on
advanced modeling.

Acceptance by the public opinion of the nuclear option is also dependent on
confidence in the control of nuclear waste. Various ways are being investigated from
transmutation of waste to their storage. For this option, the ANDRA (French Agency
responsible for nuclear waste) undertakes feasibility studies of geological storage.
Identification of stakes in the field of the nuclear activity should not be limited to the
existing nuclear capacity. The evaluation of new reactors within the framework of the
renewal of the existing power stations is also a major issue for EDF, a company
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strongly committed to sustainable growth. Within the framework of the GEN-IV
initiative, six nuclear reactors concepts have been selected for potential deployment at
the end of first half of this century. These concepts include gas fast reactors (GFR),
very high temperature reactors (VHTR) associated with hydrogen production, sodium
fast reactors (SFR) or with lead fast reactors (LFR), supercritical water reactors (SCR)
and molten salt reactors (MSR). In the coming years, EDF will carry out an active
technological survey of these concepts. Future reactors will thus require knowledge of
the behavior of materials and components at very high temperatures under very
demanding conditions, in addition to research programs devoted to PWRs.

2 � Software Development policy � Cooperation with research institutes

Our supercomputing policy is strongly conditioned by development costs.
Consequently,  codes will only be developed if EDF �s technical requirements,
especially in the field of safety, are not met by software programs that can be
purchased. In addition, EDF is strongly committed to external promotion of its
software in order to identify partners and thus to lower costs of new developments. As
an example, the mechanical code Code_Aster  can be freely downloaded in order to
develop a community of users and developers. EDF also set up a consortium of
industrial partners for Code_Saturne   (fluid mechanics).
For new generation tools and applications, co-development with research partners is
systematically privileged when the same technical objectives are shared. For example,
two-phase flow projects (Neptune) are developed in close cooperation with CEA and
FRAMATOME-ANP.

The numerical approach is complementary to experimental work. Our intention is to
significantly increase the use of numerical simulation as numerical test facilities. This
implies modeling physics at various scales and being able to couple these approaches
in order to predict large scale behavior.
The probabilistic approach to modeling is also a top priority of the EDF company in the
field of supercomputing for nuclear applications. It follows that supercomputing will be
improved in terms of physical modeling, in the assessment of input data uncertainties
as well as the ability for codes to account for uncertainty propagation.

EDF�s code policy is not restricted to new developments. Costs related to software
implementation and maintenance are also strictly under control. In addition, smaller
developments are integrated into larger codes (Code_Aster , Code_Saturne , Neptune)
so as to provide end-users with adequate quality. Conversely, software is open to the
largest possible number of users in order to improve quality by intensive usage:
European projects are a good opportunity to achieve these goals. Our policy in the
field of supercomputing also relates to coupling between various applications through
input and output data exchange, a crucial problem for supercomputing when involved
in multi-physics and multi-scale approaches.
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3 � Examples of Supercomputing Challenges for EDF

In order to pinpoint the most relevant  supercomputing challenges, attention will be
focused on nuclear applications with high expectations.

3.3 Ensuring optimum use of nuclear fuel under wholly safe conditions

Optimal use of fuel will provide the nuclear industry with competitive advantage by
lengthening fuel reload campaigns and thus increasing availability factor of NPPs. Fuel
diversification will also provide a decrease in the cost of fuel. The fuels of the end of
this decade and beyond, the increase of fuel burn-up as well as greater operability
require enhanced mastery of the neutronic, thermo-hydraulic and thermal-mechanical
phenomena in fields that have not yet been extensively explored.

New applications of advanced nuclear fuel require improved control of the behavior of
fuel assemblies under new operating conditions. In addition, verifying safety criteria of
core loading under nominal or accidental conditions is currently based on methodology
studies that include conservatisms in order to mitigate the lack of adequate modeling.
These conservatisms are such that they can result in restricting flexibility in terms of
fuel management . Enhanced safety margins can be attained through the use of more
realistic modeling tools. By simulating the complexity of existing physics, safety
demonstration will be based on realistic approaches.
These tools make it possible for EDF to efficiently monitor safety studies from
manufacturers. By taking into account development costs of such ambitious programs,
decision was made to share these costs with CEA through so-called co-development
projects. Our strategy is also to involve manufacturers in order to share the same
numerical tools. Lastly, EDF will endeavor to develop these tools not just for current
PWRs but also for future reactors.

Our ambition is based on three co-developed projects which are Descartes for
neutronics, Neptune for thermal-hydraulics and Pleiades for the thermo-mechanical
behavior of fuel assemblies. These codes are developed within the framework of the
PAL-SALOME software architecture. The long term objective is to attain three-
dimensional simulations of each physical phenomenon and to allow multi-physics
modeling through efficient coupling.
This system of codes will make it possible to obtain refined modeling for critical
regions of the core (e.g. modeling of the hottest fuel rod, onset of nucleate boiling,
etc...).
This system of software will also make it possible to evaluate the sensitivity of results
to input parameters (propagation of uncertainties in coupled calculations). Analysis of
results is to be user-friendly and computational times will have to be compatible with
industrial requirements. It follows that computation algorithms and parallelization  are
areas of improvement. In the field of applications to nuclear fuel, the main challenges
are  related to multi-physics coupling and ergonomics of data analysis
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3.2 Understanding and simulating the material deterioration mechanisms

The control of the lifespan of nuclear components, for existing and future NPPs,
implies in-depth knowledge of the behavior of materials (concrete, steel,..) under
operating conditions (thermal-mechanical stresses, thermal ageing, exposure to
neutronic irradiation affecting atomic structures,�).
In conjunction with new computational power, new approaches to modeling of
materials are underway in order to obtain more accurate predictions. For example, for
the core vessel, significant safety margins can be found by using advanced crack
propagation modeling.

Models established until now to predict the behavior of materials under nominal or
incidental conditions are based mainly on large-scale observations that cannot
highlight the real deterioration mechanisms (fatigue, tenacity, corrosion...). The main
drawbacks of this approach is the need for extensive test runs to cover the whole
spectrum of stresses. In addition, large and complex experimental facilities (irradiation
reactors, high temperature-high pressure thermal-hydraulics loops) are needed, hence
significant operating costs. Moreover, experimental loops accelerate stresses without
systematic physical relevance (e. g synergy between thermal activation and
irradiation). Really predictive models are then not always available (rupture in the
fragile-ductile transition zone, fatigue in cold-hot mixture areas,..). It follows that
material damage modeling is often numerically ill-posed and leads to convergence
problems. EDF �s R&D division is now committed to material damage modeling that will
overcome the previously quoted shortcomings.

Facilities with lengthy lifetime, in particular nuclear reactors, as well as hydro power
facilities and fossil-fired power plants, require as-complete-as-possible mastery of
phenomena involved in the damage of materials.
As part of a world trend in supercomputing based on a number of space scales and
associated with new experimental facilities, we will eventually acquire a wholly
renewed understanding of the material deterioration mechanisms. This challenge aims
at knowledge capitalization which is indispensable to our long-term performance and
credibility with regard to both authorities and suppliers.

This will be a major breakthrough in the field of control of material behavior.  It should
also be noted that enhanced accurate predictions will only be attained if causes that
lead to damage are also properly taken into account (thermal-hydraulics, neutronics,
seismic load,..), hence the need for a multi-physics approach to materials.
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3.3 Moving forward with numerical simulation for the performance of our
activities

Efficiency of the nuclear industry will more and more depend on its ability to master
high-performance supercomputing. Progress in areas such as fuel management,
control of material damage .. will be effective if computational power can be used on
an industrial basis.
Recent progress in data processing make it possible from now on to get access to very
large computing power by using machines based on parallel architecture. These
machines built on computer clusters (PCs or powerful machines) require evolution
from vectorized architecture to parallel architecture software in order to benefit from
the power of grid computers. It must also be pointed out that the increase in
computational power of each individual computer now enables much more extensive
parametric studies than in the past. This new computational environment enables new
supercomputing opportunities that could not be attained before mainly for costs
related to data-processing and/or computing speed. It is a question of analyzing and of
solving effectively scientific problems requiring intensive power and handling huge
data (teraflops).

EDF efforts are focused on different areas. First of all; computational equipment
(workstations, networks,�) enabling ambitious modeling is a priority in a shared
environment for the objectives of the EDF Group. In particular, EDF and CEA have
initiated a strong partnership in this field, so that EDF can share and use CEA 's
scientific computation resources. Three dimensional visualization of input and output
data is also a challenge especially real-time representation of computational results. As
mentioned in the previous sections, code architecture must enable multi-physics and
multi-scale modeling. All major developments (Neptune, Descartes,..) take these
requirements into consideration. Improvement in the field of supercomputing requires
intensive collaboration among specialists from different areas (physical modeling,
numerical methods, software architecture,..).

Detailed simulation of physical phenomena requires different time and space scale
modeling. Information resulting from the finest scales are exploited by the larger
scales to improve accuracy. These couplings are necessary, either because one cannot
solve in reasonable times on the finest scale, or because modeling is only relevant for
very small time or space scales. It is significant that coupling has a physical
consistency, which implies designing schemes preserving this consistency and taking
into account various numerical approximations, so as to reach the best total accuracy
at the best cost.
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4 � Conclusion

Improvement in computing accuracy relies on progressing in the field of elementary
phenomena (e.g. crack propagation for structural mechanics, onset of local
phenomena for one or two-phase flow such as turbulence, condensation,..). Lowering
uncertainties will be achieved by a multi-physics approach to modeling and by
mastering interactions among basic phenomena. Improved representation and
modeling must be accompanied by progress in the field of user-friendliness. This leads
to an overall supercomputing policy that will address all stages of the lifespan of
nuclear facilities from the design stage to evaluation of residual lifetime.
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